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Most damage done to grasses if the seeds are still in the stalks at the 

time of the burn. 

Plants like lespedeza are increased by burning. 
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Heat of fire and time of exposure is important. 
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Lots of accumulated litter increases residence time of fire. 
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Cover removal is the operative here. 

 

There are ususally enough residual litter, and plant roots that retard 

severe erosion.   

 

Runoff is directly related to cover. 
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We see this on CRP. 
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Burning can make a more diverse plant community, especially important 

for wildlife. 
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Usually not a big problem in Oklahoma. 
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Nitrogen volatilizes at 200 degrees.   

90 percent of standing grass nitrogen is volatilized.   

 

However, total nitrogen levels reported for mineral soil has been 

contradictory.   

 

Basically, severe, hot fires reduce total soil nitrogen whereas grasslands 

and cool forest fires apparently do not. 
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Texas Tech research. 
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In the Edwards Plateau region, as well as other regions of Texas, stocking rate 

of domestic livestock or deer (especially some exotics) can change the 

composition of grasses.  Continued heavy stocking can change the dominate 

taller mid-grasses to a short-grass state in short time.  Taller grasses have the 

potential to have much higher fire intensities than short grasses.  
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If the woody growth gets so thick that grass production is limited to short 

grasses and light standing crops, a hot dry summer burn has the potential to 

have a restoration fire.  These types of fire must be well planned and carried 

out.   
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This fire had less than 800 lbs of forage fuel.  This was a very dry summer and 

the fire got into the canopy of the woody plants.  Note the decimation of prickly 

pear cactus as well as the Juniper plants burning into the ground.   
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Restoration of the heavy ash areas is slow, but is accomplished over time. 
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This is an example of a cooler fire that has left some green on the mesquite 

trees.  The trees will live and continue to grow in a “tree” state.  Had this plant 

been completely top killed, there would be multiple sprouts from the crown 

creating more of a bush appearance.   
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Summer fires have more potential to remove prickly pear especially if the plant 

is drought stressed. 
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Fire proofing the range resulted in increases of woody species, especially 

Juniper in vast areas of the state.  With an increase of ever green Juniper 

removing more and more water and nutrients and reducing light, grass 

production is decreased significantly. 
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Note that the red berry Juniper sprouts quickly following a fire.  These sprouts 

could be utilized by goats and deer to extend the life of the burn.   
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Most all range plants are sprouters. 
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.Data from the Texas Agrilife Experiment Station shows that grass production 

in the summer burn treatment maintained or increased the standing crop of 

grasses during a severe drought.  The reduction of woody species meant more 

water and nutrients available for the grasses in the summer burn treatment. 
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Cool season burns in the spring can reduce annual plants. 
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